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Abstract
A new U(1)X gauge boson field X can have renormalizable kinetic mixing with the standard
model (SM) U(1)Y gauge boson field Y . This mixing induces interactions of X with SM particles
even though X starts as a dark photon without such interactions. If the U(1)X is not broken,
both the dark photon field X and the photon field A are massless. One cannot determine which
one of them is the physical dark photon or the photon by just looking at kinetic terms in the
Lagrangian. We further show that the kinetic mixing does not leave traces in electromagnetic
and weak interactions if only SM particles are involved. The kinetic mixing provides a portal for
probing the dark sector beyond the SM. Missing energy due to the escape of dark sector particles
in probes that are sensitive only to SM particles leads to observable effects of the kinetic mixing
massless dark photon. We study examples for a Higgs boson decays into a mono-photon plus
missing energy, and a Z boson decays into missing energy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A new gauge symmetry U(1)X with a gauge boson field X can mix with the U(1)Y gauge
boson field Y of U(1)Y in the standard model (SM) through a renormalizable kinetic mixing
operator XµνY
µν formed by the field strengths, Fµν = ∂µFν − ∂νFµ, with F = X, Y [1–4].
If the SM particles are all uncharged under the U(1)X , it is expected to have no interaction
with SM particles. In this case X is dubbed as a dark photon field. However, the kinetic
mixing term can induce interactions between X and the SM particles. This has many
interesting consequences in low energy and high energy phenomena from particle physics,
astrophysics to cosmology perspectives. Dark photon has been searched for in a number of
different contexts experimentally [5, 6].
If the dark photon field X receives a finite mass, one can easily identify the physical dark
photon and photon after the fields are redefined to have the canonical form for the gauge
bosons, in which the kinetic terms are diagonal. However, for the case that the dark photon
is trivially massless, the situation is different. If one just looks at the kinetic terms of X and
Y , the canonical form is invariant under any orthogonal transformation, then one cannot
tell any difference before and after the transformation. Therefore, which combination of X
and Y in the canonical form corresponds to the physical photon or dark photon cannot be
determined [7].
Phenomenology of a massless dark photon has drawn a vast of attention [8–15]. One
needs to be clear about how the massless dark photon interacts with SM particles to have
correct interpretations of the results. The interactions of photon, Z boson and dark photon
fields to the SM currents must be consistently defined to pin down the massless dark photon
itself. We find that two commonly used ways to remove the mixing term are actually
related through an orthogonal transformation. But the angle that describes the general
orthogonal transformation does not affect how the massless dark photon and photon interact
with SM particles. We show that effects of the kinetic mixing does not leave traces in the
electromagnetic (EM) and weak interactions involving only SM particles, such as g − 2 of
a charged lepton and in the processes Higgs decays into two photons, and Z boson decays
into SM particles. To detect massless dark photon effects, information about dark current
needs to be known in some way. Missing energy due to the escape of dark sector particles
in probes that are sensitive only to SM particles leads to observable effects of the kinetic
mixing massless dark photon. We give some possible ways to detect the massless dark
photon effects.
II. ELIMINATING KINETIC MIXING FOR A MASSLESS DARK PHOTON
With the kinetic mixing, the kinetic terms of X and Y and their interactions with other
particles can be written as
L = −1
4
XµνX
µν − σ
2
XµνY
µν − 1
4
YµνY
µν + jµY Yµ + j
µ
XXµ . (1)
Here jµX and j
µ
Y denote interaction currents of gauge fields X and Y , respectively.
To write the above Lagrangian in the canonical form one needs to diagonalize the kinetic
terms of X and Y . Let us consider two commonly used ways of removing the mixing, namely,
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a) [1, 8] the mixing term is removed in such a way that dark photon Xˆ in the canonical form
does not couple to hyper-charge current jµY
1, and b) [2, 20] the hyper-charge field in the
canonical form Yˆ ′ does not couple to dark current jµX produced by some dark particles with
U(1)X charges, which is widely used in the studies of a massive dark photon or Z
′ [2, 20–23].
For the cases a) and b), making the Lagrangian in the canonical form will be
Case a) : La = −1
4
XˆµνXˆ
µν − 1
4
Yˆµν Yˆ
µν + jµY
1√
1− σ2 Yˆµ + j
µ
X(Xˆµ −
σ√
1− σ2 Yˆµ) ,
Yˆµ =
√
1− σ2Yµ , Xˆµ = σYµ +Xµ ,
Case b) : Lb = −1
4
Xˆ ′µνXˆ
′µν − 1
4
Yˆ ′µνYˆ
′µν + jµY (Yˆ
′
µ −
σ√
1− σ2 Xˆ
′
µ) + j
µ
X
1√
1− σ2 Xˆ
′
µ ,
Yˆ ′µ = Yµ + σXµ , Xˆ
′
µ =
√
1− σ2Xµ . (2)
After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB), the hyper-charge field Y and the neutral
component of the SU(2)L gauge field W
3 can be written in the combinations of the ordinary
photon field A and the Z field as follows
Yµ = cWAµ − sWZµ , W 3µ = sWAµ + cWZµ , (3)
where cW ≡ cos θW and sW ≡ sin θW with θW being the weak mixing angle. Meanwhile, the
Z field receives a mass mZ .
The general Lagrangian that describes A, Z and X fields kinetic energy, and their in-
teractions with the electromagnetic (EM) current jµem, neutral Z-boson current j
µ
Z and dark
current jµX are given by
L = −1
4
XµνX
µν − 1
4
AµνA
µν − 1
4
ZµνZ
µν − 1
2
σcWXµνA
µν +
1
2
σsWXµνZ
µν
+jµemAµ + j
µ
ZZµ + j
µ
XXµ +
1
2
m2ZZµZ
µ , (4)
where the Z boson mass term is included.
The dark photon may be also massive. There are two popular ways of generating dark
photon mass giving rise to different phenomenology. One of them is the “Higgs mechanism”,
in which the U(1)X is broken by the vacuum expectation value (vev) of a SM singlet, which
is charged under U(1)X . In this case, the mixing of Higgs doublet and the Higgs singlet
offers the possibility of searching for dark photon at colliders in Higgs decays [23]. The other
is the “Stueckelberg mechanism” [24, 25] in which an axionic scalar was introduced to allow
a mass for X without breaking U(1)X . An interesting application of this mechanism to a
gauged B-L symmetry has been discussed in Ref. [26]. In our later discussion our concern
is whether the dark photon has a mass or not, and therefore we only need to discussion the
effect of a mass term (1/2)m2XXµX
µ in the above equation. The W± fields and their mass,
due to electroweak symmetry breaking of the SM, are not affected.
1 In the literature case a) is widely used not only for a massless dark photon but also for a very light
one [16–19], which is sometimes called “paraphoton” [1, 3].
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The requirements for cases a) and b) can be equivalently expressed as no dark photon
interaction with jµem and no photon interaction with j
µ
X , respectively. These two cases can
be achieved by defining
Case a) :
 AZ
X
 =

1√
1−σ2c2W
−σ2sW cW√
1−σ2
√
1−σ2c2W
0
0
√
1−σ2c2W√
1−σ2 0−σcW√
1−σ2c2W
σsW√
1−σ2
√
1−σ2c2W
1

 A˜Z˜
X˜
 ,
(5)
Case b) :
 AZ
X
 =

1 −σ
2sW cW√
1−σ2
√
1−σ2c2W
−σcW√
1−σ2c2W
0
√
1−σ2c2W√
1−σ2 0
0 σsW√
1−σ2
√
1−σ2c2W
1√
1−σ2c2W

 A˜′Z˜ ′
X˜ ′
 ,
to obtain the Lagrangian in the case of mX = 0,
La = −1
4
X˜µνX˜
µν − 1
4
A˜µνA˜
µν − 1
4
Z˜µνZ˜
µν +
1
2
m2Z
1− σ2c2W
1− σ2 Z˜µZ˜
µ
+jµem(
1√
1− σ2c2W
A˜µ − σ
2sW cW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W Z˜µ) + jµZ(
√
1− σ2c2W√
1− σ2 Z˜µ) (6)
+jµX(
−σcW√
1− σ2c2W
A˜µ +
σsW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W Z˜µ + X˜µ) ,
Lb = −1
4
X˜ ′µνX˜
′µν − 1
4
A˜′µνA˜
′µν − 1
4
Z˜ ′µνZ˜
′µν +
1
2
m2Z
1− σ2c2W
1− σ2 Z˜
′
µZ˜
′µ
+jµem(A˜
′
µ −
σ2sW cW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W Z˜ ′µ − σcW√1− σ2c2W X˜ ′µ) (7)
+jµZ(
√
1− σ2c2W√
1− σ2 Z˜
′
µ) + j
µ
X(
σsW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W Z˜ ′µ + 1√1− σ2c2W X˜ ′µ) .
We clearly see that the properties for case a) and case b) are explicit. In both cases the Z
boson mass is shifted as m2Z → m2Z(1 + z) with z = σ2s2W/(1− σ2). Note that in the above
two ways of removing the kinetic mixing term, the Z boson interactions are the same in
form.
The dark photon fields in the above are X˜ and X˜ ′, respectively. It has been argued using
Eq. (6) that dark photon does not interact with SM particles at the tree-level [8–11]. But
if one uses Eq. (7), the dark photon does interact with SM particles at the tree-level. The
statements are in conflict with each other. This conflict lies in the definition for a dark
photon.
If one just looks at the first two kinetic terms in Eqs. (6) (7), they are the same in form
and invariant under an orthogonal transformation of X˜ and A˜, or X˜ ′ and A˜′. In fact, there
are related by (
A˜′
X˜ ′
)
=
√1− σ2c2W σcW
−σcW
√
1− σ2c2W
( A˜
X˜
)
. (8)
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But for the case with mX 6= 0, the situation is different. One can completely determine
the physical states among A, Z and X. With mX 6= 0, we need to add a mass term
(1/2)m2XXµX
µ to the Lagrangian. In cases a) and b), they have the following forms
Case a) :
1
2
m2X(
−σcW√
1− σ2c2W
A˜µ +
σsW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W Z˜µ + X˜µ)2 ,
Case b) :
1
2
m2X(
σsW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W Z˜ ′µ + 1√1− σ2c2W X˜ ′µ)2 . (9)
To identify the physical photon, we find that the fields defined in case b) is more con-
venient to use since the field A˜′ is already the physical massless photon field Am without
further mass diangonalization. To obtain physical Zm and Xm, in case b), one needs to
diagonalize the mass matrix in (Z˜ ′, X˜ ′) basis, m2Z(1−σ2c2W )2+m2Xσ2s2W(1−σ2)(1−σ2c2W ) m2XσsW√1−σ2(1−σ2c2W )
m2XσsW√
1−σ2(1−σ2c2W )
m2X
1−σ2c2W
 , (10)
to obtain the mass eigenstates(
Zm
Xm
)
=
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
Z˜ ′
X˜ ′
)
, (11)
with
tan(2θ) =
2m2XσsW
√
1− σ2
m2Z(1− σ2c2W )2 −m2X [1− σ2(1 + s2W )]
. (12)
The interactions of physical photon, Z boson and dark photon can be determined accord-
ingly without ambiguities. Expressing A˜′, Z˜ ′ and X˜ ′ in terms of Am, Zm and Xm, one also
obtain physical gauge boson interactions with SM and dark sector particles. A consistent
treatment for case a) will lead to the same final results.
Let us come back to the situation with mX = 0 and discuss whether one can determine
what the physical photon and massless dark photon are. To this end we use a most general
basis (A¯′, X¯ ′, Z¯ ′) based on case b)(
A˜′
X˜ ′
)
=
(
cβ sβ
−sβ cβ
)(
A¯′
X¯ ′
)
, Z˜ ′ = Z¯ ′ , (13)
where cβ ≡ cos β and sβ ≡ sin β. For sβ = σcW , A¯′ = A˜ and X¯ ′ = X˜ as compared with
Eq. (8). For β spanning from 0 to 2pi, all possible ways of removing the kinetic mixing to
have a canonical form of A, Z and X fields can be covered. We have the following Lagrangian
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for the most general form for interactions for A¯′, Z¯ ′ and X¯ ′
Lb¯ = −
1
4
X¯ ′µνX¯
′µν − 1
4
A¯′µνA¯
′µν − 1
4
Z¯ ′µνZ¯
′µν +
1
2
m2Z
1− σ2c2W
1− σ2 Z¯
′
µZ¯
′µ
+
(
(cβ +
σcW√
1− σ2c2W
sβ)j
µ
em − sβ
1√
1− σ2c2W
jµX
)
A¯′µ
+
(√
1− σ2c2W√
1− σ2 j
µ
Z −
σ2sW cW√
1− σ2√1− σ2c2W jµem + σsW√1− σ2√1− σ2c2W jµX
)
Z¯ ′µ
+
(
1√
1− σ2c2W
cβj
µ
X + (sβ −
σcW√
1− σ2c2W
cβ)j
µ
em
)
X¯ ′µ . (14)
Note that in the above A¯′ and X¯ ′ are not what to be identified as physical photon and
dark photon. The physical photon γ and dark photon γD should be the fields which respond
to jµem and j
µ
X to produce signal, that is, the components in A¯
′ and X¯ ′ to jµem and j
µ
X ,
respectively. Experimentally, the signals responding to jµX cannot be detected by laboratory
probes and becomes missing energy /ET . In next section, we will use A and X to stand for
the fields A¯′ and X¯ ′ for convenience.
III. PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF A MASSLESS DARK PHOTON
Let us first study how EM interaction is affected by the kinetic mixing of a massless dark
photon. A well-motivated observable is the anomalous magnetic dipole moment g − 2 of
fermion. There is a longstanding discrepancy between the experimental value and the SM
prediction of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, aµ = (g − 2)µ/2 [27] ∆aµ =
aexpµ −aSMµ = 268(63)(43)×10−11. A lot of theoretical efforts have been made to explain this
anomaly, see Refs. [28, 29] for the “solutions” with a dark photon.
The one-loop diagram that contributes to aγµ is shown in Fig. 1. This part of contribution
for a massless dark photon field X can be easily obtained by rescaling the one-loop EM
correction by a factor RX , that is
aγµ,X = RX
α
2pi
, RX =
(
sβ − σcW√
1− σ2c2W
cβ
)2
, (15)
A,X
γ, γD
FIG. 1: The Feynman diagram that contributes to muon aγ,γDµ .
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where α = e2/4pi. Explaining ∆aµ with a
γ
µ,X seemingly indicates physical effect of the
massless dark photon depending on the artificial rotation angle β.
However, since both photon and dark photon fields are massless, their contributions to
muon g − 2 should be included consistently. Apart from the massless dark photon field X,
the photon field A in the loop should also be considered. Similar to aγµ,X , we obtain
aγµ,A = RA
α
2pi
, RA =
(
cβ +
σcW√
1− σ2c2W
sβ
)2
. (16)
The sum of these two contributions is therefore
aγµ,total = (RX +RA)
α
2pi
=
1
1− σ2c2W
α
2pi
=
α¯
2pi
, (17)
where α¯ = e¯2/4pi = α/(1 − σ2c2W ) with the redefinition of the electric charge e¯ =
e/
√
1− σ2c2W . This amounts to redefine j¯µem = (e¯/e)jµem. The effect of kinetic mixing
term can therefore to be absorbed into redefinition of the electric charge that is independent
of the angle β. It is interesting to note that there is also a non-zero muon g − 2 couple to
γD (see Fig. 1), a
γD
µ,total = −σcW α¯/2pi under the influence of a non-zero Xµν .
In the above we have seen that the observable effects of EM interaction is independent
of β in the example of muon g − 2 and no beyond SM effects show up. From Eq. (14), the
Z boson interaction is already independent of β. One can ask whether any physical effects
induced by the kinetic mixing show up in the weak interaction involving only SM particles.
In the minimal massless dark model we considered, there is no modification of W boson
interactions. Thus no new effects will show up in weak interactions involving the W bosons.
The mass of W±, the charged current j±µW and their couplings to SM fermions are not affected
by the field redefinition as discussed in section II, we have m¯2W = m
2
W , and the charged
current j¯±µW = j
±µ
W . But the Z boson mass is modified as m
2
Z = m
2
Z(1 + z). Therefore, the
on-shell definition of weak mixing angle is modified accordingly as [30–32] c¯2W ≡ cos2 θ¯W =
c2W/(1 + z) with c
2
W = m
2
W/m
2
Z . We have the following redefined currents
j¯µem = e¯Qf f¯γ
µf , j¯+µW =
g
2
√
2
f¯uγµ(1− γ5)fd , j¯µZ =
gZ
2
f¯γµ(g¯fV − g¯fAγ5)f , (18)
where fu and fd indicate the upper and lower components of the left handed fermion dou-
blets, respectively. g is the SU(2)L gauge coupling, gZ = 2(
√
2GF m¯
2
Z)
1/2. The axial-vector
and vector couplings of Z boson are given by
gfA = I
3
f , g
f
V = (I
3
f − 2Qfs2f ) (19)
with s2f = s
2
W [1 + σ
2c2W/(1− σ2c2W )] = s¯2W . Here f indicates SM fermion which has the
SU(2)L isospin I
3
f to be 1/2 and −1/2 for the upper and down doublet components.
We thus obtain ρ parameter
ρ =
g2Z/m¯
2
Z
g2/m¯2W
= 1 . (20)
which is defined as the ratio of low energy neutral current to charged current scattering
amplitudes [27, 33, 34].
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A,X
A,X
jem, jX
jem, jX
FIG. 2: Feynman digram for the processes h, pp→ γγ, γγD and γDγD. The photon A and
massless dark photon X are detected by jem and jX . The diagram with the interchange of
final gauge bosons is also involved.
Naively, since m2Z is modified to be m¯
2
Z = m
2
Z(1 + z), this change seems should generate
a non-zero value for the T parameter and therefore ρ 6= 1. However, in our case, the neutral
current also gets modified by a factor of
√
1 + z. When taking the ratio for ρ, the factor
1 + z cancels out.
We conclude that if processes involve only SM particles and only EM and weak interac-
tions are probed, there is no physical effect showing up due to a non-zero σ if dark photon
is exactly massless.
Where can the kinetic mixing effect then be detected? Interaction with dark current must
be involved in order to see any physical effect. Since dark current cannot be detected using
detectors that are sensitive only to SM particles, the effects will be in the form of missing
energy /ET , including on-shell or off-shell dark photon. We consider processes involving two
massless gauge bosons in the final states from the Higgs boson decay or proton-proton (pp)
collision as shown in Fig. 2. To obtain the final results, one starts from h, pp→ AA,AX,XX
and analyze how A and X produce signal in the detectors. If A or X is detected by jµem,
it is identified as a photon (γ). If A or X is detected by jµX , it is identified as dark photon
(γD). Thus the signature for the diagram in Fig. 2 can be
• j2em: diphoton (γγ);
• jemjX : mono-photon (γ/ET );
• j2X : /ET .
In case of j2em, the collider signature is diphoton. The amplitude of pp, h → γγ including
the contributions from A and X is proportional to
e4(2RA ×RX +RA ×RA +RX ×RX) =
(
e2
1− σ2c2W
)2
. (21)
The total effect amounts to the redefinition e¯ = e/
√
1− σ2c2W , just as in g − 2 case, which
is unobserved and independent of the angle β. Therefore, the diphoton rate is equal to its
SM value.
In case of jemjX , the signature is mono-photon. It was argued that since X does not
couple to the EM currents in basis a), the mono-photon signature in the minimal massless
dark photon model can only arises from high dimensional operators [8, 11]. We however find
that this signature does not vanish at tree level in the presence of dark current. To show how
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the physical effect arises, we calculate the mono-photon rate in cases a) and b) in section II.
In case b), X can couple to the EM currents and dark current, while A only interacts with
the EM currents. The mono-photon rate of diagrams with A coupled to jem and X coupled
to jX is 4σ
2c2W times the diphoton rate. On the other hand, in case a), although X decouples
from the SM, A can interact with the EM currents and dark current. The diagrams with
only A must be considered in the mono-photon process The mono-photon rate is thus equal
to that in case b). We also calculated the same quantity in the general basis in Eq. (14)
and obtained the same independent of β. The signature for the case of j2X is missing energy.
The event rate if σ4c4W times the diphoton rate.
Since there is no strong constraint on the kinetic mixing parameter σ for a massless dark
photon [35], the above ratios can be sizable. Future data on mono-photon and missing
energy from a Higgs decays and collider processes can provide information and constraint
on the parameter σ.
Finally, we would like to point out that the physical effect may also show up in Z boson
decays into dark sector particles through the interaction (σsW/
√
1− σ2)j¯µXZ¯ ′µ in Eq. (14).
Such decays will increase the invisible decay width of Z boson if the dark sector particles
are light enough. In the SM the invisible width of Z boson is caused by the decays into
neutrino pairs. The combined data give the effective neutrino number to be [27] 2.92±0.05.
There is still space for invisible decay width caused by the decays into dark sector.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we show that for the SM extended with a U(1)X gauge field having ki-
netic mixing with SM U(1)Y gauge field, the physical massless dark photon cannot be
distinguished from the photon if re-writing gauge fields in the canonical form is the only
requirement for removing the kinetic mixing term in the case with mX = 0. To make the
points, we first show the details of two commonly used ways and show that they are related
by an orthogonal transformation. Furthermore, one can arrive at a general mass eigenstate
of photon and dark photon from case b) by an orthogonal transformation described by a
rotation angle. We have shown that such a mixing does not leave traces in the EM and
weak interactions if only SM particles are involved. When missing energy due to the escape
of dark sector particles with the massless dark photon portal is measured, one can detect
physical effects of the kinetic mixing massless dark photon. We study it in the Higgs de-
cays into mono-photon and missing energy, Z boson decays into dark sector particles and
missing energy in pp collisions. We encourage experimental colleagues to carry out related
experiments.
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